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•

Kingdom and the Bullied
Connecting:
45 minutes

•

(The following questions are intended to provide your group with a way
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work God
is doing in your lives.)
•
In what ways did God move in your life this week? In
what ways did you respond to him?

•
•

What was your biggest challenge this week? In what
ways, if any, did you invite God into this challenge?
How honest have you been with us? (Graciously
thank group members for their honesty if they state

•
•

they have held back.)

Getting Started:

•

•

•

10 minutes

Have you ever been bullied? If so, what was this
experience like?
Diving Into the Text:
60 minutes
(The following questions are intended to provide your group with a
simple road map through the text. Feel free to use these questions in ways
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

•
•

Using the notes, discuss the reality of bullying
in America today.
When considering bullying, the first question
is whether it is an issue to be addressed by the
Church. Read Matthew 22.36-40; Matthew
7.12; and John 13.34-35 aloud. These are the
commandments by which the Church is to live.
Thinking about these commandments, in what
way, if any, does bullying fit within them?

•
•
•
•

Considering the commandments by which Jesus’
followers live, would you consider the presence
of bullying an issue to be addressed? Could you
elaborate?
When addressing bullying, an important issue is
the means by which it is approached. Read John
7.53-8.11 aloud. Seek to imagine the scene
in your mind, perhaps as one of the characters
present. Read the text aloud once more.
In what ways, if any, is bullying present in this
text? Seek to find as many instances or forms as
possible.
In what ways does Jesus address the presence of
bullying? What might you identify as important
aspects of his approach?
Would you say bullying exists in the Church
today? Outside the Church? Could you explain?
When engaging our world, the Church begins
by seeking to be a community which portrays
the life God intends. Following Jesus’ approach,
what might it look like to address bullying in the
Church?

In what ways, if any, might this be a pursuit of
loving one another as we love ourselves?
What might it look like to extend this same love
to instances of bullying in our world?
What, if anything, might make addressing
bullying easy? Difficult?
Consider closing in prayer by praying for
those who experience the destructive power of
bullying. You might consider praying for eyes to
see bullying and hearts emboldened to address it.

Context, Background, and Commentary
Bullying in America
Bullying

is unwanted and typically repeated aggressive
behavior which involves a real or perceived imbalance of
power. This imbalance of power may be due to a difference
in physical strength, access to knowledge or information,
or the possession of greater social or financial capital.
This power imbalance enables those who bully to control
or harm others.

Bullying can take multiple forms: verbal, social, physical,
and in cyberspace. Verbal bullying involves actions like
name calling, threatening, and inappropriate or derogatory
comments. Social bullying consists of actions which
purposefully exclude or isolate people, spread rumors, and
publicly shame or embarrass. Physical bullying involves
assault and battery, the use of physically threatening
gestures and the instance of hitting, kicking, spitting, etc.
Cyberbullying involves the use of social media to spread
rumors, isolate, or publicly humiliate.
Bullying is a common experience at every age, occurring in
schools, homes, workplaces, and the public forum. Levels
of bullying among adults are difficult to gauge, but most
adults report feeling or being bullied at some point. Among
students, more research has been done. Nearly 83% of
girls and 79% of boys ages 12-18 report being bullied
at some point. Over any given school year, at least 1 in
5 students report experiencing significant bullying. Some
77% of those who experience bullying report this bullying
to involve verbal elements. During the school day, 29%
of bullying occurs in the classroom, 29% in the hallways,
23% in the cafeteria, and 19% in the gym. On average,
12% of those who have been bullied report being tortured
in the bathroom. Outside of the school day, social media
is the platform through which most students experience
bullying.

The

experience of bullying can lead to depression and
anxiety. Bullying leads to an experience of greater health
issues and lowers one’s ability to perform well at work
or school. It increases the risk of suicide and forms of
retaliation. Shockingly, about 75% of recent school
shootings have been linked to school bullying.

For more information about bullying or tips on how to
recognize or address bullying, visit www.stopbullying.gov
or www.nobullying.com.

The Text

John 7.59-8.11: Jesus and the Bullies
Perhaps one of the most well-known scenes from the Gospel
of John is that of Jesus and the adulterous woman (John

7.59-8.11). However, John did not actually write this text.
This scene is missing from the earliest manuscripts of John,
later Latin Manuscripts, and ancient Syrian translations of
the New Testament. Various ancient exegetes note the text was
spurious and Didymus the Blind of Alexandria (4th Century)
comments on a now lost variation of this scene. When ancient
copyists did include this passage, they often set it aside with
asterisks noting the text was controversial even in the early
Church. In addition, copyists were not consistent in where
they placed this passage. Some placed it after John 7.36, some
at John 21.25, and others in Luke 21.38 or Luke 24.53.
It appears that ancient copyists were not really sure what to
do with this passage because it didn’t really fit where it was.
Further evidence against John’s authorship is gleaned from
the style which differs greatly from the rest of John’s Gospel.

So, if John did not write this text, who did and how did it
make its way into the New Testament? The answer to the first
question is lost in history. However, the second question
is easier to answer. This text made its way into the New
Testament because it is a wonderful story portraying Jesus at
his finest. Most likely, this was an oral story about Jesus,
passed among the various Churches along with other stories
about Jesus, told by eyewitnesses to his ministry. When the
Gospels were written, this story was left out for unknown
reasons, but this story continued to be told. The story was
such a powerful example of the ministry and message of Jesus
that the Church did not wish to lose it, but as the written
Gospels began to replace the oral tradition about Jesus, the
Church realized this story needed to be part of one of the
Gospels if it was to survive. Therefore, someone inserted it.
It appears that there was some debate about where to insert
the story, whether in Luke or John and at which point in these
Gospels. Eventually, John 8 was the chosen position, most
likely because it is a Temple scene and in this part of John,
Jesus is teaching at the Temple. Therefore it fit geographically
in the storyline. However, in taking this story out, one can see
that John 7.52 continues seamlessly with John 8.12, John’s
original narrative.
Because this narrative comes from the life of Jesus,
authenticated by the early Church seeking to maintain part of
the original oral tradition of Jesus’ ministry, we should study
and learn from this passage. However, attempts to use the
larger context of John to interpret the passage are fruitless
because the text is not original to John.
In this story, Jesus was in the Temple courts teaching the
crowds. At some point during his teaching, the Scribes
(religious lawyers) and Pharisees (a lay-sect of the Jews)
brought a woman to Jesus, putting her on display before the
crowd. The text notes that this was a woman who had been
caught in adultery. Interestingly, the man involved in the said
episode is missing! One wonders how it was that he was not

brought as well since this woman was caught in the act of
adultery (John 8.4).

These religious leaders tell Jesus they have caught this
woman in the act of adultery and note that the Law of
Moses forbid this act and demanded a punishment, that of
stoning. These leaders are correct. Adultery was forbidden
(Exodus 20.14; Leviticus 20.10; Deuteronomy 5.18;
22.22-24), but the man was to be punished along with the
woman (Deuteronomy 22.22-24). The absence of the male
offender is an immediate sign that all is not on the up-andup. These leaders are seeking to create a religious/political
dilemma for Jesus. If he dismisses the Law of Moses, they
have him. If he urges stoning, the Romans have him!
Stepping back and observing these events, one can recognize
the unfolding of religious bullying. These religious leaders
are using their position and social standing to intimidate and
threaten Jesus, seeking to control and harm him. However,
this was not new for Jesus. He was regularly threatened
and challenged by the religious elite. The real victim in
this setting is the woman. While this woman was certainly
caught in sinful behavior, that she is brought to Jesus and
the man is not marks the presence of an imbalance of power
along gender lines. That she was discovered may mean she
was set up or reported. Regardless, these religious leaders
had access to this information through a social network and
used this information to publicly shame the woman before
the crowd and Jesus. Further, these men used their deep
knowledge of the Law and their power as men to use this
woman as a pawn in a scheme to catch Jesus.

Jesus’ response to the scheming and bullying of these men
is instructive for it shines a light on how Jesus’ followers
are to respond to similar situations. First, Jesus refused to
engage in the bullying. He refused to call the woman an
adulterer. He refused to debate the Law. He refused to
recognize the event was occurring at all as he wrote upon
the ground. What he was writing is unknown, but the effect
was a complete withdrawal as an active participant in the
bullying episode. Jesus would not engage in any activity
which further shamed this woman. Frustrated by their
inability to draw Jesus into their scheme, the religious
leaders peppered Jesus until he finally stood and engaged.
However, when he engaged, he did so by creating a zone of
safety for the woman. Rather than debating the Law or the
proper response which would have kept the woman in the
center further shaming her, Jesus invited the leaders who
were without sin themselves to stone her. In so doing, Jesus
did not negate the woman’s actions or the Law of Moses.
Both were valid, but his words created a safe place for the
woman by making it so these men could no longer say or do
anything further to harm her. Effectively, Jesus had equated
the standing of these men with that of the woman. Unable

to harm this woman or use her further in their scheme, the
leaders find they are unable to complete their task of trapping
Jesus and leave. Jesus then turns to the woman and addresses
her. He asks who condemns her, inviting her to recognize the
safe space he has created. Neither their men nor Jesus would
condemn this woman. She was free from further shame and
disgrace. However, Jesus does address her actions. God
intended more for her than her actions of adultery entailed.
Jesus encouraged her to go forth and step into this life, but
she was able to do so because of the safe place Jesus created.

Jesus’

actions demonstrate how one might navigate the
tension between love and justice in the community of faith.
With respect to bullying, Jesus’ actions demonstrate that
bullying can be addressed first by protecting the bullied. This
requires refusing to be an active participant in the bullying and
creating a safe zone where the bullied can no longer receive
abuse. Second, Jesus reminds us that those who bully must
be addressed, the unloving nature of their actions brought to
their attention even as God’s justice is respected and honored.

Real life with Blake:

How is the Church to engage its world? How we answer
this question is shaped by the gospel, Jesus’ proclamation
concerning our ability to see and join the Kingdom of God.
Central to this seeing and joining stands the Church, the
community of faith made up of those who live under the reign
of King Jesus. Therefore, as the Church, we engage our world
first by seeking to be a people in whom the world can see
the life God intends, the life of God’s Kingdom. Second, the
Church extends tastes of this life to the world, inviting the
world into the Church so they might experience the fullness
of God’s intended Kingdom life. This sounds wonderful in
theory, but what does it look like in real life? This is the
question with which I am always wrestling as a pastor. I pray
it is the question we find ourselves wrestling with as faith
communities, because it is the living out of our theology which
matters when we are talking about engaging our world.

This week, we chatted about bullying, one of the largest and
most unrecognized issues in America today. The reality is
people are bullied. Every day, adults and students experience
others who have greater power than them use this power
to harm or control them. Sometimes these people use their
words. Sometimes they use their position. Sometimes, they
just roll up their sleeves and use their fists. Regardless of

the nature of the bullying, the effect is the same: shame,
distress, isolation, anxiety, despair, and more. The question
is not whether bullying exists but whether bullying is an issue
the Church needs to address.

One might argue that bullying is an issue which needs to be
addressed simply because it does not fit with a life lived on

Jesus’ terms of loving God and others as we love ourselves.
Under no scenario is bullying loving another as we love
ourselves, or to take a page from Jesus, it is not treating
others as we would wish to be treated (Matthew 7.12). So,
how do we address bullying? Those who argue the gospel is
simply the message of salvation typically state that believers
should address issues like this by inviting people to be saved,
then bullying will stop. Those who argue that the gospel is
a call to justice note the Church should fight for laws to
protect the bullied, and the bullying will stop. Both groups
have engaged their world using both strategies, and bullying
remains as big a problem as ever, both within the Church and
outside the Church. Neither of these approaches seems to be
effective, and Jesus himself did not follow this approach when
he encountered bullies.

When Jesus came face to face with bullies within the family
of God, the first thing he did was refuse to engage, refuse to
be caught up in the bullying. Second, he created a safe zone
for the one bullied. Third, he called the bullies out, making
it so they could no longer bully. What might it look like if we
followed Jesus’ example?
I have been thinking through this question recently, especially
as I have witnessed the high rate of bullying in the Church.
Even people who say they love Jesus can be bullies, but if
bullying is not part of the life God intends, we must first deal
with Jesus-loving bullies. In other words, we must become
a people among whom no bullies are found, a people where
people are not bullied regardless of their life experiences or
practices. We must become a people who do not seek to control
or harm one another. If we acted like Jesus, then to do this,
we would first catch ourselves before we joined in with the
bullying, before we isolated or gossiped or embarrassed. We
would create safe places and experiences where the bullied
could flee, places where we stood between the bullied and the
bully. Finally, we would call the bullies out, reminding them
that we live in the tension of God’s love and justice. But, as
heralds of the gospel we would not stop there. We would
do the same in our culture. We would stop participating in
the use of social media to bring about the public shaming of
others. We would stop watching shows or applauding those
who bullied. We would refuse to add fuel to the bully fire.
Second, we would create safe places for people, safe homes,
safe classrooms, safe offices where people might flee to find
refuge and safety regardless of lifestyle or practices. Finally,
we would call the bullies out, reminding them of God’s love
and justice. And, we would invite both the bullied and the
bully into a community where both might find a life beyond

redemptive mission of Jesus? Seeking to answer this question in
concrete, practical terms is essential if the Church is to be a
herald of the gospel in our modern world. Over the past several
weeks, we have developed a theological framework for how
this might look. We must then apply this framework to specific
situations, seeking to use our minds guided by God’s Spirit to
work out our responses and then act accordingly.

Sometimes working these issues out is difficult, particularly if
we are new to approaching faith in this manner. Therefore, it is
often better to begin with issues where we have a clear example to
follow in the life of Jesus. Bullying is one such example. Bullying
is a major problem in America today, an issue which needs the
Church. Bullying is anything but the life God intended for us, a
life of loving one another as we love ourselves. However, we can
struggle to know how to address bullying, how to deal with it
first in the Church and then in the world. Jesus’ life can serve as
a guide with this issue because Jesus encountered bullies, bullies
in the family of God, and he dealt with them. What is important
to note in Jesus’ approach is that it first focused on the bullied,
the protection of the one being harmed even when the one bullied
was sinful. Second, Jesus was bold and called the bullies out in
such a way that they were no longer able to bully.

Acting this way in the Church requires much courage because
bullying has become a way of life in the Church. Those with money
seek to control those without. Those with position isolate those
without. Those who are male put down those who are female.
We could go on, but the point is clear. Bullying is everywhere
in the Church, often in “sanctified” forms which are really forms
of control and means of doing harm. However, when we act
with courage, we step toward the life God intends and show the
world what it is to love as we love ourselves.
Addressing bullying in the world is where things get messy,
because often the bullied are those who live lives we do not feel
are intended by God. Perhaps this is some of why they are bullied
in the first place. Creating zones of safety and not participating
can be difficult because it can feel as if we are “condoning”
sin, but Jesus shows us how to manage the tension between
justice and love. Love is affirmed, and people are pointed to the
greater life God intends for them without the use of control or
coercion. Finally, the bullies are addressed, which can lead to
the experience of further bullying, something Jesus knew only
too well. However, in these acts, we demonstrate to the world
the life God intends. The messier the situation we are willing to
step into, the more the world will sit up and notice which gives
us opportunities to invite people to step further into the life God
intends for them.

bullying, the life they were meant to live.

Real life with You:
What does it look like to engage our world, to carry forth the
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